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An iteration method is given for computing the relative capacity of a discrete 
memoryless channel, i.e., the maximum of the information transmission rate per 
cost. The algorithm is simpler and more tractable than that of B. Meister and 
W. Oettli (1967, Inform. Contr. 11, 341-351). Also it contains Arimoto and 
Blahut's method for computing the capacity as a special case. The convergence 
of the iteration method is monotone nondecreasing and a bound on the speed 
of the convergence is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND AN ITERATION PROCEDURE 
The capacity of an arbitrary discrete memoryless channel is wellknown to be 
the maximum of information transmission rate. The straightforward methods 
to evaluate the capacity have been studied by Muroga (1953), Cheng (1974), 
Takano (1975), and others. While Arimoto (1972) and Blahut (1972) indepen- 
dently proposed the same iteration method to compute the capacity. This 
method is very simple and systematic. 
On the other hand, it seems to be important o consider the case where we 
cannot neglect the cost factor incident to the transmission of input symbols. 
In such case we had better pay attention to the maximum of the information 
transmission rate per cost, that is, relative capacity, which was introduced by 
Reza (1961). Meister and Oettli (1967) gave an iteration method for caluculating 
the relative capacity. It is based on the generalized techniques of quasi-convex 
programming and it seems to be laborious. 
In this paper we shall give another iteration method for calculating the relative 
capacity, which seems simpler and more tractable. Further, it contains the 
method of Arimoto and Blahut as a special case. 
A discrete memoryless channel with n input and m output symbols is charac- 
terized by the n × m transition matrix 
where 
P = (PJr~) ( i=  1 ..... n ; j=  1 ..... m), 
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Each entry P~Ii represents the conditional probability for receiving the f lh 
output symbol if the ith input symbol has been transmitted. We assume that 
the transition matrix P contains no zero columns, i.e., there are no output symbols 
which will never be received. 
Denote by ~ and ~ two types of sets of input probability vectors. That is, 
and 
P=t  p=(p*  .... 'Pn);Pi>O(i=l"'"n)'~pi=ll'i=~ 
~ = l p=(pl'''''p'~); pI >~O (i= I ..... n)' ~ Pi= l 
Then by Shannon (1948), the information transmission rate I(p) for the channel 
P is defined as 
I(p) = ~ ~ p ip j l i l og~ pE~. 
i=1 j=~ 2..i=l PiPJli 
For convenience, we define 
0 
01og~ = 0 log0  = 0. 
To simplify the notation, let 
PsJl Di(p) = Z PJlil°g ----- ~ - - -  5=1 ~i=l PiPJli P~li log P~'li n 5=1 qJ ' (1) 
where the vector q = (ql ,..., q~) is the output probability vector corresponding 
to the input probability vector p = (Pl ,..., P~). Using this notation we Can 
represent the information transmission rate as 
I(p) = ~ piDi(p). 
i= l  
The discrimination of two probability vectors r = (r 1 ..... r,) and p = (Pa,-.., Pt) is 
D(r,p) ~- ~ r ilog r i  
i= l  ) ) i  " 
Then Di(p) defined by (1) is also a discrimination ofpjl i  and q. It  is well known 
that the discrimination D(r, p) is nonnegative and convex (cf. Kullback, 1959). 
Now we shall introduce a cost factor li > 0 to the ith input symbol for any i. 
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Then the mean cost function l(p) is defined by 
l(p) = ~ lip~ for p e ~.  
i=1 
Evidently, l(p) > 0 for any p ~ ~.  
Reza (1961) defined the relative capacity CR by 
C~ = Max I (p )  
~ l(p)" 
That is, the relative capacity is interpreted as the maximum of the information 
transmission rate per cost. And the function I(p)/l(p) is continuous and quasi 
concave on ~ (el. Meister and Oettli, 1967). In the case when each cost l~ = 1 
(i = 1,...,'n), the mean cost i(p) = 1. Thus the relative capacity coincides with 
the capacity defined by Shannon (1948). 
On the other hand the relative capacity CR is also interpreted as follows. 
Capacity at cost is defined as 
C(E) = Max I(p), 
where the maximum is over the set of p where l(p) <~ E. Capacity at cost C(E) 
is monotone increasing and concave for E. An algorithm for computing C(E) 
was given by Blahut (1972). From the curve of C(E), we can immediately read 
the value of the relative capacity as the point on C(E) at which a straight line 
from the origin is tangent. Thus we can know the value of the relative capacity 
using the algorithm of Blahut (1972). But this method is not adequate for 
computing the relative capacity since we must compute the value C(E) for each E. 
We shall give an iteration method for calculating the relative capacity directly. 
The procedure is as follows: 
Iteration Procedure (,). 
(i) Let a : Mini li. 
(ii) Initially, choose an arbitrary probability vector p0 ~ ~.  
(iii) After the kth probability vector p~ has been obtained, using it, 
construct he (k + 1)-th probability vector pk+l as follows; 
~+1 = p~ exp[aDi(pk)/l,], 
w~ i ~+1 
i=1 
i : 1,..., n, 
Pi • =P i  /W , i = 1,..., n. 
Then we can show the following theorem. 
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Ic THEOREM 1. For the sequence of probability vectors {p }k=0m2 .... constructed 
according to Iteration Procedure (.), the sequence {I(p~)/l(pk)} is monotone increasing 
and converges to the relative capacity CR • 
2. PROOF OF THE CONVERGENCE OF THE ITERATION PROCEDURE 
This section is provided for the proof of Theorem 1. At first, we shall show 
the monotonicity of the procedure. We denote byp  and r the hth and (k + l)-th 
probability vectors of Iteration Procedure (.) respectively. Let 
and let 
xi = xi(p) ~ Di(p)/l i , 
f i=exp[ax i ] ,  for i=  1 .... ,n, 
w = ~ Pifi. 
i=1  
Then obviously rl = Pifi/w. We define the probability vector u = (u 1 .... , un) 
by ui =- pflf l(p). 
The next lemma guarantees the monotonicity of the procedure. 
LEMMA l. We have 
I(p__~) <~ log A ~< I(r) 
l(p) a "~ I(r) '  
n 
where A = ~=z uifi . 
The equality sign holds in both places iff xi = constant for Pi > O. 
Proof. Applying Jensen's inequality, we obtain 
log__~A 
>~1~ u, log f i - -  
I (p)  
a a i=1 i(p) " 
To show the second inequality, it is sufficient o show that 
Q = aI(r) - l(r) log A/> 0. 
Let s = (s 1 ,..., sr~) be an output probability vector corresponding to the input 
n 
probability vector r = (r 1 .... , rn) , i.e., sj = ~,i=1 ripjli ( j  = 1 ..... m). From the 
convexity of the function f (z)  = z log z (z ~ 0), we can easily show the following 
inequality (cf. Kullback, 1959, p. 35, problem 8.32), 
D(r, p) >~ D(s, q). 
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Taking note of this inequality, we have 
I(r) = ~ ri ~ pjlilog psl-~i 
i=1 j=l  So" 
= i r i ~ P,I/log Psi___! D(s, q) 
i=1 S=I qs 
>~ i r /DdP) -  D(r,p) 
i= l  
= - ~, r/l i log f / - -  D(r,p). 
a i=1 
n 
On the other hand, h = ~i=1 U/ f /  = wl(r)/l(p) holds. Hence we have 
Q >~ i rill log f / - -  aD(r, p) --  I(r) log 
/=1 
= ~; r/4 log A _ an(,, p) -- I(r) log i(r) 
/=~ ~ i(1)) 
= ~ ri(l l- a)log r! --/(r) log _l(r) 
i=1 p~ l(p) 
>~ (i(r) -- a) log l(r) -- a i(r) log I(r) i-(-~)-: ~ ~ (p ) " (2) 
The last inequality of Inequality (2) is deduced from the convexity of the 
discrimination. Thus the lemma is immediate from the fact that, for z >/a  > 0 
and b >/a, the function 
z - -  a z log z f (z )  = (z -- a) log -~ a 
attains the minimum 0 at z = b and is positive at z =/-= b. It is easy to show that 
the condition for equality is that x i = constant for Pi > O. 
Now we are ready to show the convergence of Iteration Procedure (,). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let xi~ -= Di(ff~)lli, f i  ~ = exp[axik], and ui 7~ = pikli/ 
i(p k) for i ----- 1 ..... n, h = 0, 1 ..... Also let 
i=1 
n 
k I I~' i ~= 
i= l  i= l  
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Then by the definition, p~+l _ piffk/w~, by virtue of Lemma 1, we have 
I (p k) ~ log A k ~< I (p ~+1) <~ CR for k = O, 1, 2,.... 
i(p~) a i(p~+1) ' 
Hence both sequences {I(pk)/l(pk)} and {log )t~/a) arc monotone increasing and 
converge to the same value. Now we denote by p* a certain probability vector 
that attains the relative capacity, and let u* i -~ p**.li/i(p* ). Moreover we denote 
by qk(k = 0, 1, 2,...) and q* the output probability vectors corresponding to 
the input probability vectors pT~(k ~- 0, 1, 2,...) and p*, respectively. I f we note 
the relation u~i+l/ui ~= fik/A k, we have 
i _~+1 i D(u*, -b  - -  n(u* ,  .~+1) = u* log ~--~- = a u*C  - -  log Z~ 
i=1 Uik i=1 
) - t(-~*) p~?ndp*)  + n(q* ,  q~  - -  log a ~ 
, .= 
a , 
--- aCR -- log a k + ~ D(q , qk). (3/ 
Since the last term of the right-hand side of this equality is nonnegative, 
l{D(u* ,  u k) --  D(u*, u~+a)) ~> CR --  (>~ 0) (4) log 
A_____~ k 
a 
holds for k ----- 0, 1,2 ..... Adding these inequalities from k ---- 0 to k = N-  1, 
we have 
N--1 
( log A ~ ~ .< 1 {O(u*, u °) -- D(u*, uN)} 
k=O 
~ D(u*, u °) (5) 
for N z 0, 1, 2,.-.. Since the right-hand side of the inequality is independent 
of N, and is finite, the sequence {log Al:/a} must converge to the relative capacity 
C R . Thus the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. The output sequence {q1~} corresponding to {p~} converges. 
Proof. From Equality (3), we have 
Dr,',* ak~ D(u*, D(u*, uk+l), 0 ~ i(p*) ~ ' ~ ,  ~ u ~) -  k=O,  1,2,.... 
Adding these inequalities from k = 0 to k = N-  1 as in the deduction of 
Inequality (5), we can easily show this corollary. 
The following corollary is concerned with the speed of convergence. 
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COROLLARY 2. 
by const/ka. 
Proof. From Inequality (5), we obtain 
1 
e(h) <~ ka D(u*, u °) = const/ka. 
The approximation error e(k) = CR,-  (log Ak)/a is bounded 
3. SPEED OF CONVERGENCE 
In the case where the input probability p* attaining the relative capacity is 
unique and belongs to ~, the bound for the speed of convergence obtained 
above is considerably improved. 
The following lemma is necessary in this section, which is easily deduced 
from the Kuhn-Tucker Theorem (cf. Kuhn and Tucker, 1951). 
LEMMA 2. I f  a probability vector p* attains the relative capacity, then 
DdP*) =C~ for p* >0,  
li 
CR for p* = 0, 
holds. 
Now we shall show the following theorem. 
TXtEOREM 2. I f  the input probability vector p* attaining the relative capacity 
is unique and belongs to ~, then there exist a positive integer N and a constant 
0 < a <~ 1 which satisfy 
e(k) <~ ~ (1 -- a) k-N D(u*, u N) 
a 
for all k >~ N, and N is independent ofa. 
Proof. Let d = p* -- pk then d converges to 0 as k--+ oo. And let ct = 
lfl(p*) = u,* /p*~ . Then we obtain 
D(u*, u ~) = -- ~ u~' log P'--~ + log 
i(p k) 
i=1 Pi* i~  
i=1 i=1 / 
= l- [v  c~ d.~-- cA  + O(d,~) 
2 j z . ,  ~ . ,  ~ Li=l /~z i=1 
_-- _1 dAdr + ~ O(d3) ' (6) 
2 i=1 
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where A z (aij) is the n × n symmetric matrix such that 
ci ci 2 i f  i = j a i j -  p,  
=- --c ic j  if i v~ j. 
Then for sufficiently larg e N we have 
D(u*, u k) ~ (1 - -  (@-m D(u*,  u N) for k /> N. 
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(7) 
I f  we take note of Equality (6) and Lemma 2, the deduction of this inequality 
is almost the same, we refer the reader to the corresponding arguments in 
Arimoto (1972, Proof of Theorem 3). Combining Inequalities (7) and (4) we can 
demonstrate the theorem. 
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